Ω-Zyme™ ULTRA

FAQ’s

Q: What is the difference between

Ω-Zyme™ ULTRA and Ω-Zyme™ ?
A: Ω-Zyme™ ULTRA is the ultimate digestive enzyme formula, 			

supporting more complete digestion of food for gastrointestinal 		
health, regularity, and normal bowel function.† The higher enzyme 		
activity comes from a superior, redesigned enzyme blend featuring 		
a broad spectrum of 21 digestive enzymes specifically selected 		
to digest the full range of proteins, fats and carbohydrates found 		
in a typical meal, and optimized for activity across the full range 		
of pH (acid/alkaline) throughout the digestive process. Ω-Zyme 		
ULTRA comes in UltraZorbe™ capsules and is packaged utilizing
the BioProtect™ Packaging System

Q: What is the additional enzyme?
A: The ULTRA blend has been reengineered for higher potency and 		

broader activity with the addition of a specific protease for 			
digesting dairy based proteins.

Q: What is the enzyme “relay race?”
A: Ω-Zyme ULTRA contains a unique blend of digestive enzymes 		

whose activity is optimized across the varying pH (acid/alkaline) 		
levels throughout the gastrointestinal tract. This enzyme “relay 		
race” enables the enzymes to survive the high acidity levels in the 		
stomach and be delivered to the small intestine and colon in their 		
intact and biologically active form for maximum digestive benefit.

Q: What are UltraZorbe™ capsules and are 		
they vegetarian?
A: UltraZorbe capsules are 100% vegetarian. They are free of all 		
chemical solvents, animal by-products and colorants found in other
delivery forms. UltraZorbe capsules provide rapid nutrient release 		
through faster and more complete dissolution than other vegetarian 		
capsules.

Q: What is the BioProtect™ Packaging 			
System?
A: The BioProtect Packaging System features the most sophisticated 		
packaging system available to preserve the integrity and effectiveness
of the formulation: a glass bottle to provide superior moisture and 		
oxygen protection, an oxygen absorber to bind free oxygen, a 		
desiccant to absorb moisture and reduce nutrient degradation, and a
double safety seal to protect the product from tampering and to 		
preserve freshness.

Q: Who should use Ω-Zyme™ ULTRA?
A: Anyone who consumes a diet that does not contain enough raw 		

foods can benefit from enzyme supplementation with every 			
meal. Enzymes are living catalysts and the key to good digestion. 		
Present in all whole live foods but destroyed by cooking and 		
processing, digestive enzymes break down foods into nutrients 		
that the body can then readily absorb and utilize. Ω-Zyme ULTRA 		
can be used by anyone who needs or wants digestive enzyme 		
supplementation, or desires normal, healthy digestion.

Q: What is the suggested usage of
Ω-Zyme ULTRA?
A: Take 1-3 UltraZorbe capsules with each meal and 1-2 with 		
snacks if desired.

Q: What is the retail price of Ω-Zyme 		
ULTRA?
A: The suggested retail price of Ω-Zyme ULTRA is $44.95 for 		
90 UltraZorbe capsules.

Q: What is the shelf life of Ω-Zyme 		
ULTRA?
A: The shelf life of UltraZorbe is 3 years and 1 year after 		
opening when stored in a cool dry place.

Q: Is Ω-Zyme ULTRA also 100% 			
vegetarian?
A: Yes, both Ω-Zyme and Ω-Zyme ULTRA are both 100% 		
vegetarian.

†These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

